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Abstract
The system for backing up the data is designed. Client software works on the computer of
user, takes all the necessary files for backup, and turns them into Stream of bytes. Then
breaks it into blocks (from 32 KB to 64KB) using a Rabin algorithm. It is based on hash ring
that is absorbing every incoming byte if the current hash mask or equal to a certain reach
64KB, there is division committed. This approach helps to avoid is coping all data if the
content of a file has changed in separately. For each data block client software calculates the
1
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hash. Then sends parts even 256 times or more of those hashes to the server and checks if
they already know the system. The blocks are not known, refers to the server. As part of the
de-duplication, data on distribution and cloud distribution occurs on hashes, hashes are SHA1, so that 20 bytes are given in hexadecimal format. First number or letter and will serve key
distribution. So essentially, you can evenly distribute the data among the workers from 2 to 16
pieces. You need to take the second number of hash, and more commit distribution.
Keywords
Stochastic game; Clustering, Ontology; Knowledge base; Intelligent agent; Data Sharing;
Data de-duplication; Data Hashing; Cloud Environment; Cloud computing; Rabin algorithm;
Hybrid De-duplication
Introduction
For the stable operation of companies that work with information is the process of data
backup. Regardless of whether a bank or a web-site selling household goods, if unsystematic
failure and damage to the main servers and databases is as soon as possible, a system error
should be corrected and restored backup data. However, periodic backup is a problem with
duplicate data, thus creating a problem for the finance departments of the major costs of cloud
storage service providers or their data centers. To save disk space or funds to cloud storage
services, many systems use de-duplication backup data (Crump, 2008). This approach can
reduce the final size of backups by duplicating data cutoff or those that are already known to
the system (by maintaining previously). However, these systems use the cloud only as
endpoint storage (Antonyuk et al., 2020; Babichev et al., 2017; Basyuk et al., 2019; Rusyn et
al., 2018; Rusyn et al., 2019). Picking of the right approach to the tasks and data distribution
for de-duplication may use the full potential of cloud-based distributed systems to speed
backups and its bandwidth. Given that urgent task is to research and further development of
intelligent system de-duplication and distribution of data in cloud storage.
The aim is to create an intelligent system of de-duplication and distribution of data in cloud
storage. To perform the task need to solve the following problems (Lytvyn et al., 2018):
o Modern technology to analyze the design and creation of systems in backup and
recovery, comparative analysis of technical implementations and algorithms applied in
implementation (Babichev et al., 2018; Vysotska et al., 2019);
o Build a conceptual model of intelligent information systems, de-duplication and
distribution of data in the cloud storage for automation and effective ‘software in the
backup and recovery (Kravets, 2007; Babichev et al., 2017; Basyuk, 2019);
o An analysis of methods and tools for implementing intelligent systems and to opt for
the implementation of its own (Andrunyk et al., 2020; Vysotska et al., 2018);
2
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o Design intelligent de-duplication and distribution of data in cloud storage.
The object of the research is the process of de-duplication and distribution of data in the cloud
storage during data backup. The subject of the research methods and tools are design and
implementation of de-duplication and distribution of data in cloud storage. Practical value of
work is developed intellectual system of de-duplication and distribution of data in cloud
storage. The result of the research is developed intelligent de-duplication and distribution of
data in cloud storage that will be used as backup software to eliminate duplicate data and
increase bandwidth input data streams by distribution problems in cloud computing cluster.
The system can be used for integration with any other system, or as an independent product.
The system is relevant, since it has broad functionality and can be used in practice.
Data de-duplication
De-duplication is the process of eliminating duplicate copies of duplicate data. Generally,
there are two types of de-duplication, Single instance storage and Block-level de-duplication
(Crump, 2008). De-duplication at copies (or most files) is quite simple: if the system there are
two or more identical files, or physically to the disks in any store only one copy is kept, while
others received a link to it. This approach is often used in postal services, such as Microsoft
Exchange for attachments in email messages. If one has submitted a letter with embedded
images or documents to dozens of others, only one copy of attachments will be saved on the
server. Also, the approach used in the backup data, such as employees working computers in
the company, where dozens of backup copies of Windows will have a large number of
identical system utilities and dll files (Davydov et al., 2017; Lytvyn et al., 2018).
However, de-duplication at copies are not effective in cases where the original files are
modified in any way, such as added a new line of text in a document or change a single pixel
in a large volume image. Change a couple of bytes of data can lead to repeated copying of the
original data, thereby significantly increasing the space occupied by backups. In this case, you
must carry out a second type of de-duplication, such as de-duplication block level.
Block level de-duplication to ignore such things as file and copy or receives only the input
data stream as plain bytes of information. In order to carry out de-duplication, this approach
data stream divided into blocks of a certain size and for each hash, value calculated using hash
functions (md5, sha). With hash values, the system determines whether a particular block of
data already exists in the system by an index (or hash table). If the block is already known,
then the backup copy is retained only link to it. Otherwise, the original data is stored, and its
hash value is recorded in the index to further de-duplication. Based on where the data stream
splitting blocks of computing hashes, construction index of unique and storage units are the
following types of de-duplication: the original, target, and hybrid production.
3
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Source de-duplication is de-duplication is performed on the device where the output data
(Wendt, 2008; Kravets et al., 2009). Any data that is marked for backup will be divided into
units, which counted hashes. Based on the hashes will be built to further de-duplication index
data. However, this approach has two potential drawbacks. The first potential drawback is that
the process of de-duplication device resources used, in which there are data. Thus, users
should make sure they have enough free memory and processing power of the processor.
Therefore, backup, such as a mail server or web site may lead at least to slow their work.
The second drawback relates to the location of the hash table index is de-duplication. In some
cases, the hash table is limited to each individual computer that performs de-duplication. In
this case, the index will be limited only local data. That is, the benefits of de-duplication will
be limited only within the same computer. If other servers are identical pieces of data, the
current server does not know that (Kravets, 2006; Lytvyn et al., 2018; Mirkin, 2005;
Nazarkevych et al., 2018).
Target de-duplication is de-duplication is performed on the target central server, where the
final stage of data will be stored (Wendt, 2008). Once the data arrive in the repository, the
server will be able to build an index based on them and make the existing intersection, the
central hash table to store only unique data. The advantage of this approach is the large
amount of data. In addition, since the more data, the higher the index, which as a result makes
it more likely to find identical blocks, is increasing the rate of de-duplication. In addition,
significant advantage is the transfer of responsibility for the processing power of the client
(device output data) to the target server that is only for de-duplication, making it practically
impossible for a potential fight computing resources. However, this option does not solve all
the problems, there are some points to consider and take into account. The target deduplication requires that data be saved to disk before the process of breaking down and
hashing not to overload the customer. So weak point of this approach is the speed of read /
writes from disk. Another potential drawback is the possibility of collision hash functions, so
that the possibility that the two sets of data are not identical will get the same hash value.
Hash collisions can result in loss of data consistency that ultimately damages the original data
without the possibility of recovery. To avoid conflicts must use the algorithms in which the
chance of keeping smaller, but it leads to a greater burden on computing resources. However,
the use of more powerful and sophisticated algorithms is not a problem, because deduplication servers use specialized hardware equipment required by the task.
A third disadvantage is that the full amount of backup data to be transmitted over the network
from clients to a central repository. This problem is particularly acute if the client is weak or
highly available toll network coverage. With minor changes since the last backup, sending all
4
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data is completely redundant (Kravets, 2003; Lytvyn et al., 2019). Also, the problem may be
network congestion target server that will affect the ultimate bandwidth.
Inline de-duplication uses memory as a buffer zone for the process of partitioning data and
calculation of hashes (Wesley, 2008). So data de-duplication before writing to disk, it
eliminates the cost of speed write / read from disk. Streaming de-duplication should be
viewed as an upgrade target de-duplication. The first has all the advantages of the latter, but
no lack of work associated with a slow drive (Rusyn et al., 2020; Vysotska et al., 2015).
Hybrid de-duplication is an approach with a combination of source and destination (stream)
de-duplication (Wesley, 2008; Neyman et al., 2012; Russell et al., 2009). Partition data into
blocks and calculation of hashes occurs on the client (device from baseline). The resulting
hashes are sent to the server for identification, after which the client sends the server only
those data blocks that were previously not known to him. This approach eliminates the
drawback of the target de-duplication and streaming online for using the network. Because the
client will be sent to only those data blocks that were previously unknown, and if already
known only sent their hashes that 2-3 thousand. Times are smaller than the original data
(Kushner et al., 2013; Lytvyn et al., 2018; Rami et al., 2002; Solos et al., 2016).
Although the client in the case of hybrid de-duplication is still involved in the breakdown of
data into blocks and calculating their hashes, as is the case with the initial de-duplication.
However, the work index is completely in the target repository, significantly offloads the
processing power of the client. If the moment is still a disadvantage for a particular case, the
breakdown of the data into blocks and calculating hashes their possible transfer to another
transit unit located within the network or the client completely delegate the job to the server.
De-duplication block level provides two types of partitioning data flow into blocks, this
breakdown of fixed and variable length based algorithm (Wesley, 2008; Rzheuskyi et al.,
2020). Breakdown of fixed length rather trivial and relatively fast algorithm complexity, but
the disadvantage is offset data stream at the beginning because the blocks that will follow
after the change will be considered as new. However, in case of breakdown blocks of variable
length, actually breaking point defines the algorithm. This algorithm should work with
endless streams of data using a hash function ring. Algorithm absorbs every byte input data
stream, and once the ring hash function value corresponds to a given pattern before, it serves
as a point of splitting the stream into blocks. Thus, the data changed or shifted a couple of
bytes will be considered new only one data block that covers data. However, in order to track
changes and correctly expose breaking point should be checked input to a digital template set
- hash value. A common practice is to calculate a hash value every time the incoming byte in
the data stream. The point of the partition will be the moment when the received hash values
5
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match a given pattern. To make such a calculation effectively was coined ring hash algorithm
(Wesley, 2008). One of the most common hash algorithms ring is a reference Rabin (Wesley,
2008). Fingerprint Rabin - a method of creation of digital prints (hashes) using polynomials
over the field with a finite set of elements was invented M. Rabin (Rabin, 1981). The formal
definition: having n-bit message m0, ..., mn-1, can be considered as a polynomial power of the
n-1 over the field with a finite set of elements (Gaul field).

f ( x )  m0  m1 x  ...  mn1 x n1 ,

(1)

Choosing random irreducible polynomial p(x) of degree k, we can determine the reference
message m as the remainder of the division f(x) to p(x), which can be represented as a
polynomial power of the k-1 or k-bit number. Rabin fingerprint algorithm used in the RabinKarp is string-searching algorithm. The idea is to avoid comparing all rows with all, thus
eliminating the quadratic complexity of the algorithm. In the best-case complexity O(n+m), at
worst is O(nm). String searching algorithm to search a similar point of breaking data stream
into blocks as breaking point should be based on the content data and not on the basis of the
length of the block, it is necessary to search for relevant information in an early time. The
idea of the algorithm is as follows: for simplicity, assume that the alphabet consists of decimal
digits Σ={0,1,...,9}. After this string of k symbols can be regarded as the number of length k.
That character string “12345” corresponds to the number 12345. For a given sample P[1..m] p
denote the corresponding decimal value. Similarly, Given a text T[1..n] ts denote the decimal
value substring T[s+1..s+m] length m at s=0,1,...,nm. Obviously, ts=p if and only if
T[s+1..s+m]=P[1..m]; thus, s is allowable offset if and only if ts=p. If the value of p can be
calculated by O(m) and the value ts for total algorithmic time O(n-m+1), all valid shifts could
be found algorithmic time O(m)+O(n-m+1)=O(n) by comparing p with every possible ts.
Using Horner’s method p value can be calculated by time Θ(m) (2).

p  P[m]  10( P[m  1]  10( P[m  2]  ...  10( P[2]  10 P[1]))...)) ,

(2)

The value t0 can be calculated from the array T[1..n] the same way during O(m). However,
knowing the value of ts, ts+1 value can be calculated for a fixed time (1.3).

ts 1  10(ts  10m1 T [ s  1])  T [ s  m  1] , (3)
For example, if m=5 and ts=31415, you need to remove a number of senior category T[s+1]=3,
and add a number of junior level (albeit, T[s+5+1]=2). The result is ts+1=10(31415-10000*3)
+2=14,152. Thus, all ts can be calculated by an algorithmic time O(m). However, this
algorithm has a disadvantage due to the fact that when p and ts are too large and with them
will not be easy to work with. However, the process of splitting the data stream into blocks of
search strings makes no sense, because the input data stream is large enough, but the chance
6
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to find k-bit line is small. However, this algorithm, namely part is ring hash can be used in
another. Namely ring calculate the hash for each incoming data byte and consider splitting the
time point when hash ring is equal to a given pattern. However, in order to obtain the desired
length of the block data obtained hash of performing a bit-wise AND operation (AND) with
the desired average length (4). If the resulting value is established pattern, the current position
is the starting byte partition.

P  H & A.

(4)

The distribution of tasks and data
Distributed computing is a time-consuming way to solve computational problems by using
two or more computers, networked (Tanenbaum et al., 2017). Distribution calculation can be
considered a special case of parallel computing, where the division of tasks among multiple
processors happens computer. A system’s ability to increase the amount of work due to add
new computing resources called scalability. Scalable system resources can be of two types,
horizontal and vertical (Lytvyn et al., 2019; Neogy et al., 2018; Petrosjan et al., 2007):
o Horizontal scalability is to increase the volume of processing tasks by addition of
additional nodes in the cluster computing, so that addition of additional computers on
the network;
o Vertical scalability is to increase the amount of processing problems by increasing the
resources of one node (computer), such as increasing the number of central processing
units (CPU), memory and disk space.
However, the increase computing resources does not solve the problem of design. For
maximum effect it is necessary to program, for which the scalability were able to allocate
these resources correctly (Robinson, 1965). Typically, much cheaper to add a new node to the
system to achieve improvements than invest time and financial resources in view of system
architecture to achieve efficient operation in the multithreaded and distributed environment.
However, this approach has reduced returns. For example, even, if only 70 percent of the
program can speed through scalability. According to Amdahl’s law (Amdahl, 1967), which
determines the potential acceleration of the program by increasing the number of computing
resources, part of a program that defies distribution, limit the overall effect of parallelization.
Any problem usually consists of a plurality subtasks that can be done consistently and in
parallel. This relationship is given by (5), where S is acceleration program (as a ratio to

S
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initial time); p is part of tasks that can be performed sequentially; 1-p is part of tasks that can
be performed in parallel; n is the number of processors. The new processors addition effect
lost according to this equation, at some point (depending on the percentage of tasks that are
performed sequentially). Figure 1 shows a graph of the acceleration program the number of
processors, which clearly demonstrates the reduction.

Figure 1. Graph of acceleration of the program the number of processors

So if to make parallel 90 percent of software problems (so that, 10% is a consistent problem),
then speed up the program more than 10 times is not possible, regardless of the number of
processors added. Therefore it is necessary to approach responsibly in the development of
distributed systems architecture (Lytvyn et al., 2015).
Analysis of known systems
StorReduce is a specialized solution for de-duplication of data in the cloud (Wilson et al.,
2019). StorReduce provides similar functionality to cloud storage providers, including storage
facilities, user accounts, access keys, access control and policy-based management Web
Toolbar StorReduce. StorReduce Server is running on a physical or virtual machine. The
architecture of the solution allows it to run on cloud storage servers, thereby reducing network
latency between the server and storage. StorReduce interface supports S3 storage facilities.
This feature simplifies integration solutions for systems that are already using S3 storage for
their data. However, according to the description of the decision, StorReduce server is
running on a single server, thus scaling only vertically. So for more input data sets for backup,
should be put in or buy cloud storage servers with more powerful processors and disk media,
such as HDD. However, according to the data described in Section 1.3, the vertical scale has
its limits.
8
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OpenDedup is forum de-duplication file system open source (Silverberg, 2019). It has support
for cloud storage, and it allows you to store data in storage with support for S3 interface. Still
something to add! But one of the disadvantages of this decision is binding to the operating
system Linux (making it impossible to use this system to Windows and MacOS), and was
tested on distributions Ubuntu and CentOS, which indicates that users may have to adjust
incompatibility may arise other distributions. Also, there is no user interface that allows the
use of only highly-specialized users and integration with other solutions.
A systematic analysis of the research object and subject area
Designing intelligent system de-duplication and distribution of data in the cloud storage is a
complex process that requires a detailed description and puts the researchers set issues. Since
the object of study is the process of de-duplication and distribution of data in cloud storage. It
is important at this stage to conduct a systematic analysis of the chosen subject area, in order
to understand the full picture of the system processes the data flow in the system. Identify the
main opportunities and the main business processes to the stage of implementation to avoid
many mistakes in the architectural plan and model selection of problem solution of data deduplication and distribution in cloud storage. An important goal is to analyze the system and
understanding of how to achieve it, using available resources is hardware, specific methods
and approaches Architecture for building information system. System analysis will divide the
task set before us on the set of simple tasks, given the relationship simpler tasks among
themselves (Chyrun et al., 2018; Fedushko, 2014; Lytvyn et al., 2018). So complex system is
divided into components and with well-formed business processes between parts of the
product (Rusyn et al., 2016; Tkachenko et al., 2018; Rusyn et al., 2020).
Specifying principles of system approach to the analysis of the intellectual system deduplication and distribution of data in the cloud storage provides better insight and vision
system overall understanding of its functioning, the necessary steps to improve and certain
features of the system (Chyrun et al., 2018; Lytvyn et al., 2016).
The purpose of this study is to develop software that will be able to carry out de-duplication
and distribution of data in cloud storage. First of all, the projected system should be viewed as
a set of simple elements - its components, which are separate modules between which there is
constant communication, so that elements are interconnected. We must also understand and
that are within the system there are certain processes and outside the system influencing
factors which also contribute their part in the operation of the system is with these factors also
converts data streams. Therefore, we can define the basic principles of the system approach in
constructing intelligent system de-duplication and distribution of data in the cloud storage
(Davydov et al., 2017; Naum et al., 2017; Xue et al., 2015; Zhezhnych et al., 2018):

9
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o the ultimate goal is the principle of de-duplication and distribution of data in the cloud
storage;
o the principle of unity is that the system as a set of certain components, but on the other
hand - the projected software is an integrated system as functional processes in which
it has logically follow from elements that form the system, but no one element alone
does not possess these functions;
o confirmed the principle connectivity system functioning in a certain environment - it is
obvious that intelligent de-duplication and distribution of data in the cloud storage will
be useful to use by many companies in the problem of data backup, respectively,
should provide a flexible mechanism for setting different approaches;
o modular construction principle determined by the modular structure of the project is a
complete operating system de-duplication and distribution of data in the cloud storage
is divided into a number of modules, between which there is communication (modules
can be connected or disconnected according to customer needs);
o the principle function determines that the design structure of the system is possible
only after the determination and complete understanding of system functions
according to exactly the start we formulate and examine the details of the system deduplication and distribution of data in the cloud storage;
o the principle of development means that the system must be designed so as to later be
able to grow through expansion, the connection of additional modules, replacement of
implementing interfaces, storage of data in databases and scalable;
o the principle of decentralization is a right balance between centralization and
decentralization, defined the aim and purpose of the system;
o uncertainty is probability of certain unpredictable factors that could affect the system,
something that may happen or may not happen.
The main objective is to build systems analysis model (system), which will solve the problem.
The final system must consist of interrelated elements that collectively lead to solving a
particular problem. The base consists of system analysis system, the purpose element,
function, environment and others. The term refers to a set of individual system elements
between which there is some kind of interaction that leads to the achievement of a common
goal and the plurality of elements form an integrated system that interacts with the
environment as a whole (Gozhyj et al., 2018; Kanishcheva et al., 2017; Khomytska et al.,
2016).
External entity intelligent system de-duplication and distribution of data in cloud storage
functions as a data backup program administrator is conducting the data backup company, or
the user conducting the backup personal data. Elements of the system being analyzed are:
10
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o user interface, input point for users of the system allows to select files for backup,
view existing copies, manage their life cycle, distribution and schedule tasks for
periodic data backups and restore data from backups;
o client software, which receives data from the user interface, makes the distribution of
data flow into blocks and calculating their hash values, testing hash values of the
blocks with an index system and sending new blocks of data to cloud storage;
o index is the hash table that contains information about all known unique blocks of data
systems responsible for eliminating duplicate at the time of saving them to the cloud
storage (Lytvyn et al., 2018);
o application server is performs de-duplication algorithm operating units client
application data and index, makes de-duplication division of tasks between workers
(individual nodes in a clustered environment) and communication with the cloud data
storage environments.
Our goal is to de-duplication and distribution of data in the cloud storage so, as to eventually
eliminate backup data using repeating data capacity of distributed computing and cloud
storage. Important to understand and define the environment of the system, which means the
choice of a plurality of objects, which would have impact development system and which
have changed under this influence, as well as those whose change would affect the projected
system (Korobchinsky et al., 2017; Khomytska et al., 2017). Interaction of information
system environment is due to the available input and output systems. The impact of the
environment on the projected system is actually the entrance, and the result of this action is
output. Generally accepted to consider only the most important communications systems with
the environment, in this case it will be the end use (Vysotska et al., 2018).
It is known that the methodology of systems analysis systems is divided into two types:
simple and complex. The systems consist of a small number of components and, accordingly,
the ties between them have branched structure called simple systems. Difficult as are those
built from a much larger number of elements respectively have more internal ties, perform
complex functions and are heterogeneous (Korzh et al., 2014; Maksymiv et al., 2017; Poirriez
et al., 2009; Ramirez-Ortegon et al., 2013). Obviously, the designed software product is a
representative of complex systems. The designed intelligent de-duplication and distribution of
data in the cloud storage consists of a large number of elements have strong communication
channels between them; the effectiveness of each element separately will be much lower than
the efficiency of their combination as a whole system (Vysotska et al., 2018).
Use Case Diagram is UML diagram, which depicts the relationship between actors (external
nature) and the case (use cases) in the system (Rumbaugh et. al, 1999). The diagram is a
graph consisting of a plurality of actors limited precedents border system (rectangle),
11
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associations between actors and precedent relationships among precedents, and generalization
relationships between actors. Figure 2 shows a diagram of ways to use the system. The
diagram depicts the following actors (external reality):
o User is user system sends data to backup and restore the original data using the
received backup (Lytvyn et al., 2018; Shu et al., 2019).
o Index is contains information about all known hash value system is used to eliminate
redundant data blocks (Montes-y-Gómez et al., 2000; Vysotska et al., 2018).
o Cloud storage is serves as a repository for stored unique blocks of data and backups.

Figure 2. Use Case System

The diagram use case (Figure 2) is shown also following precedents (use cases):
o Share data is a user creates a list of files and sends them to the backup system.
o Split data on the block is system forms a stream of incoming data and breaks it into
small blocks of data de-duplication comfortable.
o Calculate the hashes blocks are system for each incoming unit calculates a hash value
using a hash function set.
o Eliminate duplicate blocks are using the index; the system checks existing units with
the received hash values.
o Distribute power between workers are to increase the capacity and speed, the system
distributes the work on the block between workers in the system (such as nodes in the
cluster).
12
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o Save unique blocks are after eliminating duplicate blocks system using cloud storage
saves unique blocks in storage.
o Compress blocks are to save storage space, input power can be compressed onecompression algorithms.
o Encrypt blocks are for additional data protection, input units can also be encrypted.
o Generate backup is after processing of input units, output data stream is stored as a
series of links to the hash value.
o Get back up is after the de-duplication process, the user receives a link to a backup for
future recovery
o Recover data is using links to back up; the user can restore the original data.
State Diagram is a UML diagram object determines the change of state at the time (Martin et
al., 2009). Activity Diagram is describing how processes perform certain work performed or
system or external entities coordinate with each other. Performing certain operations may be
dependent on certain preconditions to be met (Martinez-Gil et al., 2008). Go to another action
occurs after the completion of the previous one. Usually the effect on the input received some
information is a set of signals to be processed and converted to a plurality of output signals.
Figure 3 shows a diagram of states backing up user data de-duplication in system of
intellectual and distribution of data in cloud storage. The object is a state diagram backup
process, and continues to the point we understand this process is called object (Wooldridge,
2009).
It is state of user authentication for the initial backup process. If authentication data is not
correct then the object remains in the same state and waits for new commands. If
authentication data, such as login and password is correct then the object goes into the
selection of files for backup. Next state is the creation of the data stream. From selected for
de-duplication system creates a single data stream. After successfully creating data flow
object goes into splitting the data stream into blocks. Block data is a unit of de-duplication
process; duplicate it blocks the system tries to avoid. If the data stream is data to split into
blocks, the object goes into the hash value calculation block. Each data block must have a
digital signature, which is much smaller volume, and this is the hash value. Once received
hash value, the object goes into a verification hash value to existing. To discard the duplicates
should check whether the block exists in the system, but check the whole unit is quite
expensive, so check on them existing hash value. If the hash value is already known to the
system, the object goes back to the state of decomposition of data flow into blocks. If the hash
value is unknown, the object goes into preserving data block. The new data block, previously
known system, preserved in a special place in the cloud storage based on its hashes (to
facilitate further search). After saving, the object enters back into the state of breaking data
13
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stream into blocks. When an object is in this state and can no longer get new blocks of data
flow facility goes into building a backup. After the de-duplication process, a list of data
blocks presented as a list of its hash value, which is the backup. After receiving it, the object
goes into a backup destination. This condition is the last front of the object to the final state.

Figure 3. Diagram backup

Sequence diagrams are UML diagram that shows the interaction of objects arranged in time
(Precup et al., 2013). In particular, the following charts show the sequence involved objects
and sent messages. Sequence Diagrams shown as vertical lines of different processes or
objects that exist simultaneously. It is sent represented as horizontal lines, in order of
departure. Figure 4 shows a sequence of backup data using intelligent de-duplication and
distribution of data in cloud storage. The diagram shows a line of life and User actor four
objects: The client-server program, Index and cloud storage.
14
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Figure 4. Sequence Diagrams

o User is the only actor in the system selects the data for backup and de-duplication gets
results.
o Client software is the software on the user side, which is responsible for grouping user
data bytes and forming flow from them. Manages the process of de-duplication on the
part of the user.
o The program server is the software on the server side. The central coordinator of deduplication process, performs communication with the client software for a list of
hashes and blocks; generates a list of needed new units based on the index; takes
account of new blocks of cloud storage; wood forms a link to restore the original data.
o Index is hash table contains all known system hashes and links to the appropriate block
data in the cloud or other storage.
15
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o Cloud storage is the storage location of data blocks and backup (trees references).
In general, workflow according to sequence diagrams, as follows. A user using a user
interface in the form of a website or desktop application, choose the files / data de-duplication
and to send them to the client software. This, in turn, divides them into blocks using a preset
algorithm. For each block Client software computes a hash value and sends a list to the
Program server. Last check hashes from the resulting list with data from the index and cut off
those hashes are already known. As a result back to the client program are sent only hashes
that were not previously known to the system, which must therefore add to the system. Based
on this list, the client program sends selectively blocks the Program server. Each unit get
stored in cloud storage with a unique identifier (referring to the block). The program also adds
a server hash table index new key-value pair: hash block and link to it. This cycle, checking
existing hash values and send new units performed as long as there is data in the stream.
When the flow is completed, Client software signals the completion of de-duplication. The
program is server-based processing of data blocks and their hashes building back up in a tree
references to hashes. The current copy is returned to the user. Client software signals the
completion of de-duplication. The program is server-based processing of data blocks and their
hashes building back up in a tree references to hashes. The current copy is returned to the user.
Client software signals the completion of de-duplication. The program is server-based
processing of data blocks and their hashes building back up in a tree references to hashes. The
current copy is returned to the user.
In addition to behavioral UML diagrams, should depict a system using structural diagrams
(Vysotska et al., 2018). The first structural UML diagram is this chart component. It depicting
are components and connections between them. The components are interconnected by means
of structural links as Assembly connector. These connections are established between the
interfaces of two components, whereby the components typically have at least one interface.
In this connection the two components, one of which provides a different need for clientserver template. Also, components can have a hierarchy that is one component may contain
another. Figure 5 shows a diagram of the components of the intellectual system de-duplication
and distribution of data in cloud storage that contains two main components are Client and
Server. Client component contains software components that are on the user side:
o UserApp is user program component that allows the user to authenticate the system,
select the files to back up, start the process of backup and restore data from a backup.
Grouped data to transmit to the backup interface components Chunker FilesApi, the
rest of the operations associated with the interaction with the server - because of
UserInterfaceApi of antibacterial HttpClient.
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Figure 5. Chart Component

o Chunker is component forming and splitting the data stream, which is responsible for
converting input custom files (obtained from UserApp via FilesApi) into a single byte
stream data, partitioning it into blocks of data and send these units to HttpClient
interface DataFlowApi.
o HttpClient is component HTTP-client receives data and commands from the user
interface components UserApp (through UserInterfaceApi), as well as receiving block
de-duplication of components Chunker (through DataFlowApi). All received requests
sent to the server via HTTP.
o Component Server includes software components that are on the server side:
o HttpServer is HTTP-server component that handles HTTP requests from components
Client. Incoming requests associated with the backup components are transferred to
the Coordinator (through DataFlowApi), and those that processes user (user
authentication) to component Database (via UserApi).
17
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o Database is component database responsible for storing and reading user data and its
backup; and is responsible for authentication, checking ID and password obtained
from records in the database.
o Coordinator is Component Coordinator, manages the backup and de-duplication of
data. Distributes incoming power between workers de-duplication systems
(components Worker) and communicates between them via DedupApi. After the deduplication process is responsible for the formation of backups and save them in the
cloud storage (component CloudStorage), using BackupApi.
o Worker is Workers component of the system that is responsible for data de-duplication
process, namely the cutoff overlapping blocks and save new. Communicates with the
component Index (via IndexApi) to verify the hash values for blocks existing ones
system and the preservation of the hash values of new units that are actually stored in
the system in the cloud storage using component CouldStorage through their common
interface BlockApi.
o CloudStorage is cloud storage component, responsible for maintaining the existing
files with blocks of data links and trees backups in cloud storage.
o Index -component responsible for forming the index and de-duplication checking hash
values for blocks existing ones.
Class diagrams are a structural UML diagram that describes the structure of the system
showing the class system, their attributes, methods and relationship with other classes. Class
diagram modeling the cornerstone of object-oriented programs. It is used for general
conceptual structure modeling software. Classes in the class diagram representing the main
elements of the program, their relationship in the program and actually most classes to be
programmed. In most class diagrams depicted as rectangles with three compartments:
o Class name with capital letters, bold type in the middle compartment;
o Class attributes, with small letters, aligned to the left;
o Class methods with small letters, aligned to the left.
If classes are linked between them conducts communications association. If two classes
defined association, you can move objects from one class to another object. It is acceptable
when both ends associations belong to the same class. This means that the object of a class is
allowed to associate with other objects of the same class. The association, which connects two
classes, called binary. It is possible, although it is rarely necessary to create associations
linking several classes. Graphically association depicted as a line connecting a class to
himself or to other classes. Figure 6 shows a graph classes studied intellectual system deduplication and distribution of data in cloud storage.
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Figure 6. Class diagram

User class represents a user’s system. Contains information about the user and is responsible
for backing up and restoring data. Attributes and methods:
o username (attribute type: String) is unique user name in intelligent systems used to
identify it.
o email (attribute type: String) is email user is used during authentication.
o password (attribute type: String) is password used during authentication.
o auth (method of resulting type: Boolean) is carries out user authentication based on his
e-mail and password.
o startBackup (method of input parameter file paths for backup) is begins the process of
de-duplication. The result is an object of type Stream, which represents the flow of
data de-duplication.
o getBackup (method with the same input parameters as in startBackup) is checks
whether the backup was completed, and if so, returns an object of type Backup.
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o recover (method of input parameters object backup type Backup and towards the
restored files of type String) is restores the original data from the backup in the
specified path on the PC.
The class represents Backup that contains information about the creation of original size, size
after de-duplication and owner. It is responsible for the restoration of the original data.
Attributes and methods:
o id (attribute type: String) is unique identifier backup.
o Timestamp (DateTime type attribute) is creating a backup.
o OriginalSize (attribute such long) is the size of the original data to back up.
o DedupSize (attribute such long) is the size of backup data after de-duplication.
o User (type attribute User) is the owner of the backup.
o Recover (method is recovers files from backup). The result is a list of objects of type
FileStream is class that contains metadata about the file and stream of bytes of the file.
RabinPoly class represents a component splitting the data stream into blocks using an
algorithm Rabin. Attributes and methods:
o Mask (attribute type bytes) is mask set used for the logical product of the ring to get a
point hash partitioning data.
o RollingHash (attribute type bytes) is ring a hash varies based on each input byte of the
data stream.
o Consume (Method with the input parameter of type byte). Absorbs incoming bytes and
renews ring hash-based algorithm Rabin. The result of true or false, tells whether to
break the flow of the block at the moment whether to continue acquisitions.
Class Stream represents the flow of data obtained from the file list provided by the user. It is
responsible for the formation of blocks of data de-duplication. Attributes and methods:
o Files (attribute type List [String]) is list of files on which to build a data stream.
o rabinPoly (attribute type RabinPoly) is contains the object class RabinPoly.
o nextBlock (Method from the resulting type Block) is gradually chastises data file
method is to consume RabinPoly attribute for each input byte. When consume notifies
breaking point, forms a Block object class that is the result of the method.
Block class to represent the data de-duplication derived from splitting the original data stream.
Responsible for compression, encryption and hash value calculation data. Attributes and
methods:
o Data (type attribute bytes) is the array of bytes of data.
o Size (attribute type integer) is length array of bytes of original data.
o Hash (attribute type Hash) is hash value of the block.
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o Compressed (attribute type Boolean) is indicates whether the data byte array is
compressed.
o Encrypted (attribute type Boolean) is indicates whether the data encrypted byte array.
o computeHash (method resulting type Hash) is calculates the hash value of the block of
data using a hash function, the result is stored in the attribute hash.
o Compress (method) is provides data compression, the result is stored in the attribute
data, if you change the size of the block is written to a new attribute size.
o Encrypt (method) is provides data encryption, the result is stored in the attribute data,
if you change the size of the block is written to a new attribute size.
Hash class represents a hash value derived from data block. It is responsible for presenting
hash 16-Covey notation and comparison with other hash. Attributes and methods:
o Data (type attribute bytes) is byte array that includes a hash value.
o Equals (method of input parameters that are other types of hash Hash) is compares the
input hash value of its own.
o Hex (method resulting type String) is reflects the hash value in the 16-Covey system.
Class Coordinator appointed to coordinate and distribution units between workers in the
cluster. Attributes and methods:
o Workers (attribute type List [Worker]) is working list of known objects in a class
Worker.
o Distribute (method of input parameters which are object of type Hash) is based on the
number 16 NGO received from the input hash object (calling method hex) decides
which worker delegate tasks. The result is an object method call type Worker.
o Finish (method of input parameter which is the identifier backup) is de-duplication
process completes and generates an object class backup Backup.
Worker working class represents a system, which is responsible for processing incoming data
blocks and hashes to verify existing system. Attributes and methods:
o Id (attribute type integer) is unique identifier worker in the cluster.
o Index (type attribute Index) is Containing class Index.
o Storage (attribute type Storage) is contains the object class Storage.
o testHash (method of input parameters which are object class Hash) is hash checks if
the input exists in the system using an attribute index and calling the appropriate
method.
o Append (method of input parameters, which are object class Block) is block stores data
in cloud storage using storage attribute and calling it an appropriate method.
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Class Index represents the index system in a hash table that stores all the known hashes
system as a key and a link to a block of data in the cloud in the form of value.
Attributes and methods:
o Path (Attribute type String) is contains the path to the index on the disc.
o Size (attribute such long) is the size of the index bytes.
o Table (type attribute bytes) is byte array that follows the structure of the hash table.
o Put (input parameters method, which is the hash, is Hash type path to block cloud type
String - adds a new hash table key-value pair, where hash keys are input and sets the
path to the block of data in the cloud.
o testHash (method input parameter type which is the hash) is Hash checks if the input
is stored in a hash table.
Storage class represents cloud storage. It is responsible for maintaining the blocks of data and
backups. Attributes and methods:
o Provider (Attribute type String) contains information about cloud storage providers.
o saveBlock (method input parameter which is a block of data type Block) is stores input
data unit in cloud storage.
o saveBackup (method input parameter is a backup type Backup) is backs up data in the
cloud storage.
Production problems and justification
The overall objective of development is to create an intelligent system of de-duplication and
distribution of data in cloud storage that will be used as backup software to eliminate
duplicate data and increase bandwidth input data stream and the overall speed of the process.
The study intelligent de-duplication and distribution of data in the cloud storage is designed to
complete the existing de-duplication processes and their integration with the cloud. The place
of application development system is a company or personal users aimed at backing up data.
According to their description, these systems show high rates de-duplication and the ability to
integrate into existing backup applications and connect different cloud storage providers
warehousing and even private domestic production (if using interface S3). However using
cloud storage system examined only as part of final storage, while intelligent studied aimed at
full utilization of cloud by distributing data and de-duplication of tasks. Thus, similar systems
are inspected only on single-server monolithic machines. The effect of the introduction of
intelligent system de-duplication and distribution of data in the cloud storage are:
o reduce the cost of back up is the process of de-duplication involves eliminating
redundant data is critical for periodic backups, where the percentage change of data
between them is small;
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o increase performance, using algorithms distribution of data between cluster nodes
working system;
o possibility of the system on remote servers and cloud storage to cloud storage;
o Easy integration into existing backup solution data.
Choice and justification of methods of solving the problem
With de-duplication species considered in Section 1.1 was selected de-duplication block level.
Despite the fact that this type of de-duplication is difficult to implement and design, block
level de-duplication to reduce the input volume provides data up to 95 percent (Crump, 2008).
While de-duplication at instances depends on the type of data backups, and the slightest
change in the source files require re-record them whole. Also, block level de-duplication to
ensure uniform distribution of tasks and their volume between workers in a clustered
environment that promotes the efficient use of computing resources, and distributes data
between different cloud storage nodes.
In the first section considered and detailed four types of de-duplication: the original, target,
and hybrid production. Among them need to select the type of de-duplication is best suited for
distributed computing and data storage in the cloud storage to satisfactory research objectives.
The initial de-duplication is performed on the device, where the original data. Since the initial
de-duplication works on the user’s computer, the only way to increase its speed is vertical
scalability by increasing the resources of the computer user (buying a new CPU, RAM and
disk space). However, the user’s computer containing the program it differently everyday use
and drive used to store the original data. Therefore, to provide additional space for backup
will be financially costly. Given these factors, the initial de-duplication is not suitable for
research purposes and objectives developed intellectual system.
The target de-duplication is performed on the target central server, where the final stage of
data will be stored. This approach is better suited than the previous one in that work connects
the central server, thus accumulating data de-duplication from different sources. Also, this
approach is better suited for the scalability of the system, as computing resources are installed
on dedicated server’s typically greater productivity; and can count on maximum use of
resources because the server will only include de-duplication software that applies only deduplication and data storage. Thus, this de-duplication type is advantageous in terms of
scalability. However, given the fact that the target de-duplication requires a complete transfer
of data storage on disk and only spend cutoff duplicates optimize limited to horizontal
scalability. Vertical scalability is no longer, because regardless of the number of processors,
all data passing through the drive which inherently single threaded and slower than RAM.
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Streaming de-duplication to its nature, designed to solve the problem with a disk in the target
de-duplication. The process of splitting the data stream occurs at the time of receiving data on
the server and cutoff duplicates before burning to disc. This approach increases the load on
memory, keeping in memory specific window of data, where the breakdown and cutoff that
minimizes the load on the drive. It also allows the system to scale vertically. However, there
are still only drawback of this approach, namely the load on the network and Internet user
traffic, since all user data backup must be sent to the server. This becomes a big problem
when performing periodic backups and percentage changes between copies is very small.
Hybrid de-duplication is a mixture of the source, target and streaming type of de-duplication.
Namely partitioning data into blocks and duplicate cutoff occurs on the user side and the
server is sent only new data blocks. It should be stressed that the computer user does not
directly inserted into the process of eliminating duplicate directly client software sends the
user a list of the hash values of the blocks, and the server indicating those hash values that he
does not know. That work index lies entirely on the server. This prevents additional loading
on the user’s computer on the network and Internet traffic. Also, given the natural randomness
of hash values, work with blocks easily shared among cluster nodes, thereby scaling the
system to achieve maximum performance server hardware. Given these factors,
Selection algorithm partitioning the data stream
Breakdown of the input data stream into blocks for de-duplication block level includes two
algorithms is fixed length and change. Under subsection fixed-length approaches involves
splitting the flow at the level of pre-selected length, whereas the approach with a variable
length, breaking point selects an algorithm based on the same thread. The algorithm with
variable-length partition does not guarantee that the units will have the same length, but may
set the minimum and maximum size blocks. For example, take the data stream where the unit
is the letter of the Ukrainian alphabet, and the average length of the block 5 letters. After
selecting letters from ‘A’ to ‘Ф’, we get 5 blocks of data. However, if the output stream is
changing, such as the number 1 will be put between the letters ‘Г’ and ‘Д’ can and algorithms
behave differently. Figure 7a shows a sample set using the approach of the breakdown of
fixed length. The first block has not changed, and therefore considered to be existing and
unnecessary repeated copying. However, all subsequent blocks will be considered for the new
system because their content will be different from the original. Figure 7b shows a sample set
using the approach of the breakdown of variable length. Unlike fixed-length partitioning
algorithm with variable length, leaving the letters in the second block, although it increased
output block size, but all subsequent blocks remain identical to the original. Thus, only the
changed block, which occurred in the region offset. The algorithm partitioning variable-length
works not only shift, as well as any changes using a hash algorithm ring. As an algorithm,
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partitioning data stream block selected digital signature Rabin described in Section 1, which is
based on calculating the hash ring. Optimal size of the window array is 16 bits long, because
the size larger values show no significant improvement in the algorithm (Negruseri, 2012).

a)

b)
Figure 7. Breakdown of a) fixed length and b) variable length

So for each incoming data byte is calculated ring hash value, which is applied to a bit-wise
operations AND (AND) with the value of the average length of the block. For this study, the
average length was chosen block 4096, minimum 2048, and 8192. According to most studies
mentioned above, these are the parameters yield maximum accuracy when splitting the data
window length of 16 bits. So, each time performing input byte bit-wise AND operation on the
ring hash value and the average length of the block - A, we get the number in the limit of zero
to A. If the result is equal to a given pattern, the current byte is considered breaking point
flow on the next block. Given the limits of the length of the block if the point found earlier
than the minimum length, it is ignored by the time the minimum length. If breaking point is
found, and the length of the block reaches its maximum length, the breakdown occurs at the
moment of maximum length of the block. Such a case is possible when filling out repetitive
bytes of data flow, such as a data area is filled with zeros, and therefore ring hash will be
different from the specified template in any part of the troubled region. Given the limits of the
length of the block if the point found earlier than the minimum length, it is ignored by the
time the minimum length. If breaking point is found, and the length of the block reaches its
maximum length, the breakdown occurs at the moment of maximum length of the block. Such
a case is possible when filling out repetitive bytes of data flow, such as a data area is filled
with zeros, and therefore ring hash will be different from the specified template in any part of
the troubled region. Given the limits of the length of the block if the point found earlier than
the minimum length, it is ignored by the time the minimum length. If breaking point is found,
and the length of the block reaches its maximum length, the breakdown occurs at the moment
of maximum length of the block. Such a case is possible when filling out repetitive bytes of
data flow, such as a data area is filled with zeros, and therefore ring hash will be different
from the specified template in any part of the troubled region. The most difficult in terms of
computing system is the intellectual content index and search a identical data blocks based on
their hash values. So this problem should be scaled horizontally between the nodes of the
cluster system and horizontally between processors working machines. For horizontal scaling
must select key distribution. Given the random nature of the hash values of the blocks
depicting a hash value as numbers of N-number system, you can get almost nothing-weighted
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key distribution. For example, take 16 systems (as currently the most common type of
representation hash values). Taking the first number of hash values, we get a number from 1
to 16, with a probability of 1/16. Therefore, we get an even distribution of data blocks
between nodes in 16 systems. If the system available fewer nodes the choice node number is
modulus of the first of the hash value of the number of system units. If the units are more than
16, the second number is taken, thereby obtaining 256 combinations (162). Having defined
the horizontal distribution of data blocks between workers, can achieve the parallel recording
blocks in each storage node. Also, this way you can achieve and implement a distributed
index. Find duplicate using the index is only CPU-dependent task, as the index is stored in
memory thus avoiding the disc. A CPU-dependent task may be scaled vertically paralleling
work between computer processors, in this case - search hash values in the index.
The database structure
The study intelligent de-duplication and distribution of data in the cloud storage includes
work with blocks of bytes of data and controls their location-based index (hash table) in cloud
storage. So the structure of a traditional relational database should be built only for purpose of
information such as a list of users and their backups. Figure 8 is a diagram of a relational
database, namely two tables: Backup and User, which are connected to bond many other.
Overall these data sufficient for the operation of the system, since information on other
system stores data in cloud storage, and they are not suitable for relational relations.

Figure 8. Relational database

User Table contains data about users of its columns:
o username is type varchar, unique key table contains a unique username and is its
identifier can be used for user authentication;
o full_name is such as text, contains the full user name used for a formal appeal to the
user;
o email is such as text, email user, can be used for user authentication;
o password is type text, password hash value is used to verify the real password during
authentication;
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o total_original_size is type integer, the overall size of the original data saved by the
user varies with the addition of new backup or delete them;
o total_dedup_size is type integer, the total amount of data stored by the user after deduplication, varies depending on the addition of new backup or delete them.
With data from columns total_original_size and total_dedup_size, can determine the rate of
de-duplication: 1 is total_dedup_size / total_original_size, and the amount of disk space
savings through de-duplication: total_original_size - total_dedup_size. Table Backup provides
data backup system, its columns:
o id is type of text, the name of the backup, mainly consisting of user ID and time stamp
of the backup;
o username is type varchar, unique user ID used to connect to the table User, realizing
many relationship to each other;
o timestamp is type timestamp, timestamp backup is used to determine the age of the
backup;
o link is such as text, links to backup to cloud storage;
o original_size is type integer, the original size of backup;
o dedup_size is type integer, the size of the backup after de-duplication.
In order for data in columns and total_original_size total_dedup_size User plates were always
relevant, you must create a database trigger on the label on the actions addition of Backup and
delete rows. Figure 9 shows a SQL trigger user_total_change change the values of columns
and total_original_size total_dedup_size.

Figure 9. SQL trigger changes total_original_size speakers and total_dedup_size
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This trigger fires after the successful addition of either delete records from the table Backup,
which works as follows:
o If it added a new line, the operation will be executed update, which will increase the
value in columns and total_original_size total_dedup_size on original_size and
dedup_size bound according to the user;
o If removed the old line, the operation will be executed update, which respectively
reduce the value total_original_size and total_dedup_size.
The structure of the file system
For data storage either on disk space, or in cloud storage, you must use a custom file format as
the storage blocks of data in relational databases is overspending read, write, and their index.
Because relational database designed to store different types of data, which are uncertain
scheme generated during program execution. However, in the case of de-duplication, you can
avoid many of these restrictions, since the whole structure and layout data is known in
advance. Consequently, the storage data block on the disk, you must have the following
metadata - the serial number, the actual size of the block, the original block size, the hash
value compression algorithm, encryption algorithm. It should be added that the actual block
size may vary from the original because the compression algorithms and encryption can
change it. Serial number of the unit needed for its quick access when restoring backups.
Figure 10 shows a file structure that will store data blocks.

Figure 10. Structure list file data blocks

On the user side must have a Windows operating system with preinstalled Microsoft C ++
Runtime Library 2015 and above operating system or Linux. Also, regardless of the operating
system must be installed Chrome browser or similar Chromium.
On the server side, must be installed JVM (Java Virtual Machine). Also open ports for access
via HTTP protocol. Also requires installation on the primary node cluster with each other
relational databases, such as Postgres or MySQL.
To connect cloud storage is requires paid subscription and opened on Amazon S3. Using your
own cloud storage environment must have a server with a Linux operating system and
installed one of S3 of free media are LeoFS, RiakCS, Minio, Ceph, SwiftStack and others.
The user interface is written in JavaScript, Html and CSS. Client software is written in Rust.
The program server on Scala.
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Intelligent data de-duplication and distribution of cloud storage software is used for data
backup. This system can be used as a standalone product and as a module or the system.
Intelligent data de-duplication and distribution of cloud storage is multimodal and includes
the following modules: user interface, applications, client applications and the index server.
User input is a set of files for backup. Client software generates based on the data stream of
bytes of data and breaks it into blocks using partitioning algorithm based on hash ring. For
each received block of data hash value is calculated and checked for the presence of the hash
in the system. If there is already known hash using a link to this hash, is instead of the entire
block. If not, then the block is stored in the system and writes a hash index referring to the
block of data. This process is repeated for each block until the end of the stream. As a result,
the input stream is stored as a list of hashes for future recovery from a backup. The
distribution of data between workers in the cluster is based on hash values. The hash value is
represented as a set of numbers with hexadecimal notation. To select the worker uses the first
number of hash, depending on the number of workers (this should always be the number of
two degrees). For example, if the number of workers 16, the hash value of the number equal
to the number of the worker, if less than 16, the number is scaled to the required base. If the
number of workers over 16 is used next number of workers, etc. It should also add that code is
distributed, that each worker has its own index. If the number of workers over 16 is used next
number of workers, etc. It should also add that code is distributed, that each worker has its
own index. If the number of workers over 16 is used next number of workers, etc. It should
also add that code is distributed, that each worker has its own index.
Module user interface written in the programming language JavaScript. To implement the
user interface as a desktop application used ElectronJS library, this uses the power of Chrome
web browser to display web pages outside the browser. To build the structure of the user
interface used architectural pattern Model-View-Controller and its implementation AngularJS.
Structural module consists of:
o package.json is configuration file contains a list of connected libraries and Problems of
construction project.
o main.js is file business logic of the main window contains configuration discovery
programs and checks the local cache. Depending on whether the user opens it
identified the main window or the login window.
o main.css is file containing the style sheet describes the appearance of the user
interfeyu.
o main.html is file describing the structure of the window and its layout.
o login.html is file form greeter.
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o dashboard.html is file view general information about the backup user can create new
and renew existing data.
o bridge.js is file business logic for communication with the client.
Module client software is written in the programming language Rust. The program is
implemented as an architectural pattern command line interface. That is, this program can be
used without a user interface by calling the first of the transfer of input arguments. However,
this approach is used only for debugging. To process the command line is using the library
Clap-rs. Uses Reqwest is as an HTTP client. For stream splitting into blocks is using library
Rabinpoly, and to calculate their hashes is SHA-1. Structural module consists of:
o cargo.toml is configuration file contains a list of connected libraries and Problems of
construction project.
o main.rs is entry point into the application process includes input arguments and call
the necessary functions.
o rabinpoly.rs is splitting the data stream into blocks of variable length using an
algorithm Rabin.
o hash.rs is hash value calculation block de-duplication.
o http.rs is interface to invoke HTTP requests.
o test_hashes.rs is check hashes on existing ones.
o send_data.rs is send new units to the server.
o backup.rs os composition of available functions and interfaces for the backup process
using de-duplication.
o recover.rs is recover data from backups.
Module application server written in Scala programming and implementing actor’s model
library via Akka. As an HTTP server is using Akka-http. For use of cloud storage library
Aws-sdk, this provides an interface to communicate with Amazon S3. Structural module
consists of:
o build.sbt is configuration file contains a list of connected libraries and Problems of
construction project.
o MasterMain.scala is point login main node cluster coordinator.
o WorkerMain.scala is entry point in the worker node cluster.
o HttpServer.scala is HTTP server configuration file and routing Web requests.
o MasterActor.scala is actor Coordinator, coordinates incoming and hashes based on
their values employee chooses to delegate tasks.
o WorkerActor.scala is actor-worker communicates with the index and performs sending
block de-duplication to cloud storage.
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The program server and its employees use cloud storage to store data blocks and wood objects
as backup. As cloud storage services must use S3 compatible interface. IP client part of the
system intended for use on personal computers that run on Linux, MacOS and Windows.
System requirements:
o RAM 1 GB.
o Disk space is at least 256 MB.
o Video memory is at least 256 MB.
The server component of intellectual systems intended for use in a distributed cluster
environment, working with at least one node that runs on Linux, MacOS and Windows.
System requirements for each node separately:
o Memory 4-16 GB.
o Disk space 1 TB.
User interface and client software must first be installed on your computer. The user interface
is invoked by running the newly created icon on your desktop or running with a script located
in the directory of the installed system. Client software no needs to call, this happens
automatically, depending on the manipulation of the user interface. For successful startup and
index server must first set up a working environment in a distributed cluster. You must know
all the IP-addresses of each node of the cluster and point them at startup server. The index is
built automatically at the start of every worker program client. The point of entry on the part
of the user is the user interface in a desktop application. Entry point to server-side script is run
clustered environment.
The input data for the user interface is user manipulation, the list of files to link to the deduplication and backup data recovery. The input data for the program is the client file for deduplication, block de-duplication list to send. The input data for the application server is the
name of a backup list of hashes input block de-duplication and unique blocks of deduplication. The input data for the index and links are hashes on the blocks in the repository.
Initial data for the user interface is the status of the backup process, references to backup files
backup. Initial data for the client software blocks are all de-duplication, a list of hashes block
de-duplication. Initial data for the application server is backed up. Initial data for the index is
the answer for the hash block in the system.
Analysis of the results
So, consider the possibility of intelligent system de-duplication and distribution of data in the
cloud storage and review its performance on the test case. To use the IP system must deploy
backend, you can do both locally (for the test run) and cloud storage in Amazon AWS. Also is
installed on the test PC client software.
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After deploying the server, the user can connect to it using the client. However, you must first
authenticate to the system (Figure 12). If the authentication fails (incorrectly entered mailbox
or password), the program asks the user to enter data and check them again. After entering the
correct password and pressing Enter button, the system successfully authenticates the user and
the user interface main window (Figure 13).

Figure 12. Notification window in the wrong password

Figure 13. Main window

The main window consists of two parts is the sidebar and the main field. In the sidebar, you
can choose the content of active field - back up or setting. By default, when a user logs in, he
opened the box with backup, which shows a list of previously created backups. The interface
allows sorting and searching for content backup lines. Also present Add button, which allows
you to create a new backup, when clicked, opens a file selection window for backup (Figure
14).
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Figure 14. File selection window for backup

For the test run, “Диплом.docx” selected paper size 5MB. After selecting a file and pressing
start Selection de-duplication process, namely the creation of data flow through this file and
partition it into blocks; calculating the hash value of each unit and checking existing ones it
already; sending new blocks of data to the server; saving the backup to cloud storage and
display it to the user program. The result of the backup is shown in Figure 15, where the list
of backups is added document file called Dokument.docx-19.05.2019-0 size 4.99 MB.

Figure 15. Backup window with the attached document

Figure 16 shows a recent message to the cluster backup «Документ.docx-19.05.2019-0». As
is evident from reports all incoming data blocks saved as new as the data previously not
known to the system.
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Figure 16. Message log backup first

Similarly, you can draw attention to the correctness of the algorithm distribution of tasks
between the nodes of the cluster (for example, if the hash starts at f, it always wills distributed
to the employee with an index of 0, this analogy can be found in the picture for other hash
values and workers). The last message is about completion, which indicates the number of
new and total bytes of data and the number of data blocks. To test the de-duplication process
during backup, you need to add document files again and look at the actual size of the field
changes. Figure 17 shows a window where the backup was again added document file. As
shown in the figure, the name of the backup is «Документ.docx-19.05.2019-1» and its actual
size - 0 bytes on the server that is not saved any new blocks.

Figure 17. Backup Window with a second attached document
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Figure 18 shows a recent message to the cluster backup «Документ.docx-19.05.2019-1».
Since all data is already known to the system, the magazine no reports of new units, and thus
there are only two notifications about the beginning and the end. Last post also indicates that
the system received new byte 0 and 0 new units.

Figure 18. Log messages for the second backup

To test the algorithm or splitting the data stream into blocks working properly, and not any
significant changes to the document will not involve the replacement of all the blocks after
the point of change. To do this, open the original file and delete the document from which
some information and repeat steps as in Figure 12-13 in order to make a new backup.
Figure 19 shows a list of backups, with newly-«Документ.docx 19.05.2019-2» containing
document files with slightly modified data in the middle of the file. As seen from the results,
the original size of 4.87 megabytes (because of the data has been removed), and in fact is 13
kilobytes. That means that the algorithm partitioning blocks its purpose, and only changed
blocks, where there were changes. Figure 20 shows a recent message to the cluster backup
«Документ.docx-19.05.2019-2». According to these reports, was added only two new blocks
(with 13 kilobytes), covering the place where the data has been removed from the original
document. There was also reduced the total number of bytes and blocks, which corresponds to
the data in Figure 20. So, during the test run, the file document was sent three times to backup
that through de-duplication, data warehouse takes up only 4.99 MB + 131 KB = 5.1 MB.

Figure 19. Window backups with third document attached
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Figure 20. Log messages for the second backup

Then, if the copy would happen without de-duplication, the actual amount would be 4.99 MB
+ 4.99 MB + 4.87 MB = 14.85 MB.
Conclusion
During the conducting of the work is developed intelligent de-duplication and distribution of
data in cloud storage. The resulting software has a user-friendly interface that allows you to
backup and restore data. Analytical review of methodological principles of research, analyzes
existing approaches to data backup using de-duplication and distribution of data in the cloud
storage allocated to their advantages and disadvantages. It is considered in detail the
advantages and disadvantages of modern technology de-duplication of data. The analysis
proved the effectiveness of the design and implementation of intellectual system deduplication and distribution of data in cloud storage. There is made a systematic analysis of
the study of the subject area. A purpose of functioning and development of the system,
purpose and location of the system, the expected effects of the introduction of the product is
formulated. A conceptual model of the system is developed and detailed. These detailed
diagrams precedents transitions states, sequences of components and classes, all of which
helps to determine the behavior of a system to identify and formulate the necessary business
processes. Analyzed (are advantages and disadvantages of different approaches) and selected
effective methods for solving problems: hybrid de-duplication block level, splitting the data
stream from digital print Rabin, distribution data based on hash values block de-duplication
and use of the distributed index. The analysis means solving is chosen Rust programming
language for writing client side, Scala programming language for server side, Akka tools for
the management of distributed computing and Amazon S3 as cloud storage. Developed
intellectual de-duplication and distribution system data to cloud storage, describes the
software-discussed steps for the user. Testing of the system are designed several test cases,
analyze the results. Adds up the above, we can conclude that the purpose of development
achieved. Powered smart de-duplication and distribution of data in the cloud storage, which at
completion of verification of the integrity of backups and optimize disk space after deleting
old backups can be used in practice.
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